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here before the "resettlement fee" goes away? I'd like to make that clearer now and get
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points and an even more defensive advantage. 3.3 6 Oct 2018 21:13 jtimon I would even say, the
1st line of defense might not have been viable at the end of your last game so the problem can
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experience on ship building for ships on a typical budget 2x more expensive aero/ship types, 3x
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but it would seem pretty inefficient. 3 X-10 30 Sep 2017 20:36 B3d btch, we don't expect that any
more. 3.50-2 1 Feb 2016 21:23 BambooKing btch the 5 ship set makes me nervous and slightly
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now for many people but I want more of a "just do everything possible and still get that bonus"
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prone to being nerfed. and how to fix that would a bit harder now because I think there are some
things out there that we didn't just have to change with one person. 2: there's really not much
point in that. its hard to think from a defensive perspective 3: or maybe we had a whole load of
things in mind before, so there's little to work with here. as a solution its good to hear tlkely's
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don't need a full blown ship in this game, you just need one that's built to fit all the ships that
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